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Garden A SeasonsFor All 
BUDDY NIXON SCULPTS TREES TO CAPTIVATE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
BY TOVAH MARTIN | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KAREN BUSSOLINI | MAP BY APRIL FLAHERTY

Buddy Nixon has moved up from perennials, in many cases several stories up. When he bought his South Kent 
property with wife Monika Steinberger in 1980 and built the house, the newbie gardener took the typical perennial route. 
The bigger picture didn’t reveal itself until Nixon retired from the corporate world and started laying stonework with his 
usual, “I can do this” self-motivation. Since then, his property has swollen to 34 acres with the acquisition of a former 
mica quarry. And he’s amassed a collection of 500-plus arboreal specimens. Not only can he talk a mean streak about 
the magnificent weeping golden beech that serves as the property’s centerpiece, but Buddy Nixon is an outspoken 
educator on all things woody. Find out for yourself at his Garden Conservancy Open Day on June 16 or attend the 
Garden Conservancy Digging Deeper event at Mica Quarry Estate on June 22 (go to gardenconservancy.org for info). 
So what makes trees superior? Well, for starters, they provide a majestic presence throughout the seasons.
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Tree Hugger Although 
Acer palmatum—and its 
many cultivars—are the 
standard for Japanese 
maples, Nixon is a 
major proponent of the 
lesser known Japanese 
maple, Acer japonicum 
and its cultivars like 
‘Aconitifolium’ shown 
here with samaras 
dangling. A map (right) 
details the plantings 
on the property.

AS SEEN IN
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THE FACT THAT Buddy Nixon made the leap from stone 
walls to trees is telling. Clearly, he’s all about emphatic statements. 
That said, although poetic silhouettes are paramount, he still feels 
that tingle accompanying the initial inklings of spring. In Nixon’s 
case, spring flowers don’t just strew the ground. Color goes aloft 
with a vertical swell of freshly burst leaves accentuated by the 
savvy siting of trees with chartreuse foliage playing counterpoint 
against deep bronze and flashy reds. Given plenty of breathing 
room between plants and groomed to perfection, the spring pop 
is particularly eloquent. Add the accents of redbuds and other 
spring bloomers, and you have a surrounding lacework that stirs 
your heart. What doesn’t amuse Nixon in the least are “two week 
wonders” such as forsythia and crabapples. Instead, he demands 
poise over the long haul. Like all love affairs, beauty results 
from interaction and dialogue. In spring, he’s busy assessing the 
dynamic of his puzzle pieces and shuffling trees in that brief 
window when the weather is cool and hopefully wet. Some trees 
are forever, while others are more mobile.

Spring
Spring Peepers (clockwise 
across spread from opposite top) 
To give each tree definition, 
Nixon staggered green foliage 
beside darker leaved trees 
such as this copper beech 
(Fagus sylvatica ‘Riversii’) with 
its signature rounded crown 
stationed beside a fern leaf 
beech. In spring, the climbing 
hydrangea (Hydrangea  
petiolaris) leafs out slowly, by 
summer, it will engulf the arch-
way Nixon personally built from 
stone. Twenty-five years ago, 
this statuesque weeping beech 
(Fagus sylvatica ‘Pendula’) 
was merely a 10-foot fledgling. 
Although flowers aren’t Nixon’s 
primary focus, the blossoms 
on weeping redbud (Cercis 
canadensis ‘Pink Heartbreaker’) 
provide a spark of spring color. 
From the back deck, the view 
is of Washington Depot framed 
by Rhododendron ‘Olga 
Mezitt.’ Nixon has sculpted 
fernleaf beech (Fagus sylvatica 
‘Asplenifolia’) into a stately 
silhouette.

P



Summer

WITH SO MANY TREES, a prevailing lushness rules sum-
mer in Nixon’s realm. Having selected trees for their diverse 
foliage and individual forms, the textural interplay is high prime 
when everything is full and leafy. With plenty of shade (“We 
can sit on the bench under the horizontal beech and not even 
get wet in a rain storm”) and breezes fanned by limbs from above 
to keep the property cool, Nixon spends summers monitoring 
and fine-tuning his domain. “It’s about turning an ordinary tree 
into an exceptional tree,” he explains of his hand-sawing strategy. 
Meanwhile, he specializes in trees that extend the performance 
season beyond the usual spring and autumn window when 
trees typically step out. A favorite late summer performer is 
Heptacodium miconioides, a bulletproof tree with exfoliating bark 
crowned with abundant fragrant flowers in late August and early 
September. Similarly, stewartias form their camellia-like white 
blossoms in the heat of season. Although perennials are not big 
on his want list, he carpets areas with low-maintenance ground-
covers such as sedum. Plus he travels around, hunting up woody 
wonders to add to the exhibition.

Bold Statements (clockwise 
across spread from bottom left) 
Staged where the sun ignites 
its wispy needles, Taxodium 
ascendens is radiant; Nixon 
accented the wall with a statue 
from Campo De Fiori. A grove 
of Heptacodium miconioides in 
full flower is one of late sum-
mer’s delights for both the 
sense of sight and smell. The 
koi pond is stocked with truly 
huge fish who enjoy the  
waterfall, while nearby benches 
invite a quiet moment.

P
“Summer is when 

we take time 
to enjoy the garden.” 
          —Buddy Nixon



Autumn

AUTUMN IS FOREVER TWEAKING its wardrobe as trees 
gradually blush or blanch and then begin to go naked. “The subtle 
variations in color are outrageous,” Nixon has noticed. His style is 
to design in groupings—or groves—combining several specimens 
of a cultivar together to make a massive color statement “and 
create a natural effect,” echoing the stands of trees that happen 
in the wild. Even combined with kin, individuals from different 
sources have slight variations in fall color leading to a sublime 
display. And importantly, trees are always given plenty of breath-
ing room to accent each element. “Spacing is the almighty,” says 
Nixon. “Think of the span, not just the height.” Fall is also when 
newly installed trees shine as smaller additions show their true 
autumn colors. Nixon generally plants fledgling trees—primar-
ily because the varieties he obtains are rare and he’s on a wait-
ing list. Surveying the scene from his high altitude, the colorful 
background makes his homeground efforts all the more ravishing. 
Distant trees offset the bounty in residence. 

On Fire (clockwise across 
spread from bottom left) When 
Acer japonicum ‘Aconitifolium’ 
turns color, it’s like a flame, 
especially contrasted against 
the forested background. Nixon 
works the many layers that 
trees create, staging a chorus 
line of Cercis canadensis ‘The 
Rising Sun’ below the hepta-
codiums. The beauty of Cercis 
canadensis ‘The Rising Sun’ is 
that the peachy/yellow foliage 
never burns, even in full sun. 
Working into his craggy ledge, 
Nixon built tiers filled with 
amended soil to support his 
collection of Japanese maple 
cultivars.

P
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NOT ONLY IS WINTER WHEN all the carefully wrought 
stonework steps out to define spaces, but the trees make this 
scene statuesque. There’s something about stone and woody 
trunks and branches that is heart-arresting. But again, Nixon 
hasn’t left this to chance. He has sculpted his trees into forms—
parasols, weeping forms and vase shapes—that are particularly 
head-turning when stripped of leaves and etched in snow or ice. 
Proper open pruning ensures that revered rare trees will not  
succumb to snow load. He also selects trees specifically for their 
winter interest with exfoliating bark and intriguing trunk col-
oration high on the list of virtues necessary to qualify for inclu-
sion in the property of a confessed tree snob. That said, birches 
need not apply. “Too short-lived,” he decrees. But still, many trees 
that you never met before are welcomed here. Hint: These same 
performers might be apropos for your little kingdom. With very 
little provocation, he’ll hand you a long list that correlates with 
the meticulously labeled specimens in his domain. For seasons 
of splendor aloft, do try this at home. ✹

Winter

Poem Lovely As A Tree  
(left) Not only did Nixon plant 
all the trees in residence per-
sonally, he sculpts them all. 
He pruned this Fagus sylvatica 
‘Horizontalis’ into a wide open 
parasol shape to withstand 
snow load while looking  
absolutely poetic flanked by  
his stone walls. 
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